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SUMMARY 
N. 110 burnout data for water flowing upward, in conditions of forced con-
vection a t high pressure, in a vertical square annular channel were taken over 
a wide range of mass flow rate, inlet subcooling and pressure. 
The data refer to a configuration of the cross section geometry in which a 
heater rod is centered in a square unheated channel. Only two data could be 
taken with eccentric transverse position of the rod in the flow channel before 
physical destruction of the heater. 
1. Introduction 
In water reactor cores, with fuel elements consisting of 
rod "bundles, the majority of the cells of the flow area 
receive heat almost symmetrically from the contour (cells 
amid the fuel rods). However the presence of structural 
elements (fuel assemhly cans, control system members) within 
the core involves the shaping of coolant channels surrounded 
by either heating rods and unheated walls. 
In most cases close clearances exist between fuel rods 
and unheated walls. In addition, the accidental case of a 
rod contacting a structural memoer "brings ahout the problem 
of assessing to which extent burnout is effected in such 
instances. Prohahly in case like this the parameters will 
affect the D Ν Β in a way different from that of a straight 
flow channel. 
The peculiar condition of heated rod facing an unheated 
wall might conceivably have some influence on the onset and 
development of the thermal crisis occurring on the power 
generating surface, expecially in the case of very narrow 
gaps and low values of the outlet quality. 
In the frame of the forced convection burnout studies 
carried out at SORIN Research Center as support to the 
EURATOM - PIAΤ - ANSALDO contract for nuclear ship propulsion 
design study, a research program has heen undertaken for the 
particular purpose of investigating the effect, if any, on 
burnout due to a possible interaction between heated and 
unheated walls. 
The attention has been focused JÍX the situation of a corner 
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rod in a fuel assembly can, having two sides surrounded by 
structural walls. 
Por a better simulation, the square annular geometry has boen pref 
erred to the circular annulus, with provision for moving the 
heater rod along the diagonal of the square can in order 
to set the rod at positions closer and closer to both unheated 
side walls. 
The entire experimental program on this subject should 
include the following sets of tests: 
a) DNB tests with heater rods of different lengths and 
diameters positioned in the center of the square cans of 
different flow area. 
b) D U B tests with heater rod off-centered in the square can. 
c) D N B tests with heater rod in corner position in contact 
with unheated walls. 
The experiments described in this report deal with measurement 
of burnout heat fluxes on square annular channel consisting of 
10.2 mm O.D. heater rod centered in a 15x15 mm unheated square 
channel,cool ;d by water at high pressure flowing upward. 
Tests have been made with two lenghts of the heater in wide 
ranges of specific mass flow rate, quality and pressure. 
Tests were performed at the SORIN heat transfer Lab. in 
Saluggia, making use of the 600 KW high pressure water loop 
described in detail in the EUR Report 2490.e. 
What was there specified with regard to instrumentation, 
measurement precisions, test procedures and burnourt definition, 
applies also to the experiments here reported. Only the test 
section expressly made for these experiments, will be described 
in detail. 
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2. Description of the test section 
The test section is basically an unheated rectangular flov/ 
channel enclosing a heater rod, that may be either centered 
in the channel or set at different positions along the diagonal 
of the square flow area. Pig. 1 and 2 show an exploded and 
assembled view of the test section respectively. 
Both flow channel and heater rod are inserted in a test 
section housing designed to withstand the pressure. 
The housing was made of 304 stainless-steel 2" schedule 
80 tube and fittings, to which were welded two 1" tubes as 
flow connections and a side flanged extension for the lower 
electrical power connection to the heater. This consist of 
a nickel leaf spring designed to allow axial expasion of the 
heater rod. Pig. 3 is an assembly drawing of the test section 
and Pig. 4 shows the assembled channel being inserted in the 
pressure housing. 
Both ends of the container are flanged, the upper flange 
being connected to the upper electrical power connection and 
the lower one being provided to allow fastening of the heater 
rod to the lower power connection after insertion into the 
pressure housing. 
The flanges welded to the electrodes are electrically 
insulated from the mating flanges by means of compressed asbestos 
gaskets. 
The heater was made of 316 stainless steel tubing 10.2 mm 
O.D. by 6.2 mm I.D. Two "Values of the heated portion length 
were tested, 560 mm and 1183 mm respectively. 
Nickel extension were welded at each end of the heater rod 
for connection to the power terminals. The heated lenght of 
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the heater was internally fitted with four steel wires welded 
to the wall of the tube and mutually insula tod oy 
multiholes aluminum oxide ceramics. 
These wires provided voltage taps for voltage drop measure 
ment and for resistance bridge burnout detection. Voltage 
taps were respectively located at the outlet end, 100 mm 
below this point, at the middle point and at the inlet end 
of the heated portion of the heater rod. 
The rod was spring loaded to prevent it from buckling during 
burnout experiments. 
The outlet nickel extension of the heater was welded to the 
upper electrode, the lower one being connected, after insertion 
into the housing, to the nickel leaf spring electrode by means 
of a bolted connection. 
The square duct is composed of two halves of a stainless 
rod milled on their maiting faces to produce a square flow 
passage. 
Coupling of the two channel halves is accomplished through 
10 pairs of positioning pins and 15 pairs of fastening screws. 
The square channel presents two cilindrical ends that 
allow its positioning in the test section housing. Special 
replaceable terminal rings provide the possibility of changing 
the transverse position of the heater element in the flow 
channel from a centered position to a corner one closer to 
the unheated walls. 
In addition, the square duct is equipped at different heights 
with sets of 4 adjustable ceramic pins for fine adjustament 
of the transverse position of the heater and to prevent this 
from coming in contact with the duct walls wich are at ground 
potential. 
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Spy-holes, equipped with plug's, provide a means of checking 
clearances between heater and duct walls by means of a preci-
sion dial gauge. In the centered assembly, the sets of spacers 
closest to the outlet were at 350 mm below and 20 mm beyond 
the outlet end of the heated portion of the rod. 
In the asymmetric assembly the corresponding distances were 
146 mm and 20 mm respectively. 
Water temperature was measured with thermocouples of the 
stainless steel sheath type. Two such thermocouples were 
located at the inlet end of the heated section of the rod for 
water inlet temperature measurement. As for the outlet, two 
thermocouples were used for the centered and asymmetric assembly 
as shown in Pig. 5o 
This figure indicate also the relevant dimensions of the 
flow area of the channel. 
The duct was also equipped with pressure taps at the inlet 
and outlet for pressure drop measurement. The test section is 
mounted vertically in the loop with subcooled water enteringat 
the bottom. 
3. Experimental burnout data 
3.1. Parameter ranges 
The experiments were carried out under different physical 
conditions within the following parameter ranges: 
- 8 -
Pressure from 33 ata to 134 ata 
2 
Mass flow rate " 69 " 419 gr/cm sec 
Inlet suheading " 1 " 1 6 0 °C 
The range of dependent variables were experimentally 
found as follows: 
Average burnout heat flux: from 104 to 709 watt 
cm2 
Exit quality s " -49$ " +21$ 
3.2. Data tabulation 
The experimental burn-out results obtained on the single 
heated rod fitted in the square duct are given in Tables I 
through VI. 
Total burnout power as well as average burnout heat 
fluxes are reported. Computation of the average valuæ of 
the heat flux is based on the assumption of power being 
uniformly distributed over the external surface of the 
heater. 
Average values of the heat flux based on the measurement 
of the voltage drop over the top 10 cm length of the heater, 
have been also tabulated whenever this measurement was 
taken. 
Tabulated values of power density are referred to the 
volume of coolant contained within the flow channel. 
For almost all tests two values of the coolant tempera-
ture, taken in corrispondence of two different positions of 
the exit flow area, have been reported. 
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Pig. 5 shows the location of the thermocouple hit jonctions 
employed for these measurements. The 'Pables report also the 
values of the exit water temperature resulting from heat 
balance calculations0 
Reported values of the pressure drop are based on measure-
ments taken across two pressure taps located on the square 
duct, in corrispondence of the ends of the heated portion 
of the rod. These values account also for the elevation 
pressure drop, 
in Table VI two burnout data are quoted referring to the 
asymmetric setting of the heater in the square duct. As 
previously said, only these two points could be obtained 
from this test section because of the occi urence of a 
physical burnout. 
3.3. Graphical representations 
Burn-out data, obtained with the centered configuration 
of the heater have been plotted in Pig. 6 through 17. 
Durnout power as function of inlet subcooling for the 
two heater lengths tested, are graphically shown in Pig. 6 
through 9. 
Holding the mass flov/ rate constant, the effect of pressure 
have been made evident in Pig. 10 through 13, where burnout 
power is plotted versus inlet temperature. The representation 
refers to both heater lengths tested allowing comparison of 
channels of different length and same in et conditions. 
In Pig. 14 through 17 average values of burnout heat fluxes 
- ί ο -
at 132 ata have been plotted versus outlet steam quality 
showing the influence of the heated length for equal 
outlet conditions. 
4. Remarks on the experimental results 
The data here reported refer to a channel in which only 
a part of the wetted perimeter is heated. Hence in such a 
geometrical arrangement the equivalent diameter, defined 
as: 
^ , Total flow area , _. D = Ax —— : — = 6.23 mm e To t a l we t t ed p e r i m e t e r 
i s lower than t h e d iamete r D de f ined a s : 
n 
•n A T o t a l flov/ a r e a ._ u_ 
D = 4x„ , , : r — = 17.89 mm 
n Heated perimeter 
The dependence of the burnout upon the heat flux as well as 
local thermal conditions of the coolant, would suggest, at 
first glance, the adequacy of the parameter D , in addition 
to the length of the heater, to represent the geometry of 
channels of any shapes. 
This simple assumption is based on the consideration that, 
for equal mass flow rate and fluid inlet conditions, channels 
having the same D would exhibit the same average outlet 
enthalpy if they had equal heat fluxes. 
A comparison of the present data with burnout results 
obtained in round tubes having comparable values of heated 
- 11 -
length and D , has shown that the above mentioned criterion 
of similarity based on D concept seems adequate in most 
cases. This appeared evident for high pressure tests (132 ata) 
v/ith the exception for those performed at lower inlet 
subcooling for which the burnout power measured in the square 
duct was somewhat higher than corresponding values for tubes. 
At lower pressure (84 ata), it has been noted that the 
similarity doesn't old in all cases, inasmuch as with 
decreasing the mass flov/ rate, the burnout power for the 
square annulus appeard to be always lov/er than the corresponding 
treshcld for tubes of comparable D and length. 
Examination of the reported values of the exit water tempe-
rature shows the existence of a generally rilevant transversal 
drop of temperature going frow the heated to the unheated surface. 
The difference between the two measured values of temperature 
increases with increasing heat fluxes and depends also upon 
mass flow rate and exit quality. 
The last two parameters tend both ~o flatten, with their 
increase, the water temperature distribution across the flow 
area. 
The study of the liquid temperature field seems very interesting 
to the purpose of evaluating the actual steam quality when 
thermodynamic equilibrium has not been attained and of providing 
information about the flov/ distribution in the channel area 
induced by the presence of the unheated wall. 
Por instance, examination of the exit water temperatures 
measured during the tests with the rod off-center, shows that 
thermocouples placed at the same distance from the rod, measure 
a higher water enthalpy rise in the narrower gap, so indicating 
12 -
a non uniform distribution of the flow around the rod. 
By comparing equivalent data obtained with channels 
having the rod in the center or out of it, it might be 
inferred that gaps smaller than 90 mils have lower burnout 
power treshold. Obviously such a conclusion cannot be drawn, 
on the basis of two experiments only, and additional work is 
required in this area to evaluate the role played by the 
distance in the interaction between heated and unheated 
wall. 
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- 5 . 6 
4.9 
- 2 . 2 
- 7 . 9 
-13 .4 
TABLE I I 
Run 
15 (10 -9 -64 ) 
68 (15-9-64) 
83 (15-9-64) 
13 (16 -9 -64 ) 
54 (20-5-64) 
50 (16-9-64) 
65 (16 -9 -64 ) 
36(29-7 -64) 
28 (16-9-64) 
3 5 ( 2 1 - 5 - 6 4 ) 
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q u a l i t y 
15.5 
15.1 
6 . 1 
8 . 5 
-1 ,2 
- 6 . 4 
- 9 . 5 
-21 .8 
-30 .1 
9 . 2 
9 . 0 
1.2 
2 . 1 
- 6 . 6 
- 6 . 9 
- 7 . 9 




Follows Table I I I . 
Run 
72 (7-6-65) 
114(1 -6 -65) 
91 (1-6-65) 
121 (3-6-65) 
94 (26-5 -65) 
39 (3-6-65) 
3 4 ( 1 - 6 - 6 5 ) 
21 (4-6-65) 
12 (8-6-65) 









64 (4 -6 -65 ) 
53 (7-6-65) 
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- 5 . 0 
- 5 . 9 
- 9 . 1 
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59 ( 3 0 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
27 ( 3 0 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
193 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
152 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
112 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
65 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
184 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
144 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
101 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
63 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
175 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
133 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
89 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
58 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
163 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
121 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
73 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
49 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
P r e s s u r e 
a t a 
33 .7 
32 .5 
8 4 . 2 
83 
8 4 . 2 
8 4 . 7 
8 3 . 7 
8 4 . 2 
8 3 . 7 
8 3 . 7 
8 3 . 2 
8 4 . 2 
8 3 . 7 
8 3 . 7 
8 3 . 2 
8 3 . 7 
8 3 . 7 
8 3 . 7 
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7 0 3 . 8 
808 .8 
713 .9 
8 2 5 . 4 























E x i t 
q u a l i t y 
6 . 4 




- 0 . 3 
8.0 
2.1 
- 3 . 9 
- 8 . 4 
5 .4 
0 . 3 
- 6 . 7 
- 1 1 . 4 
2 .1 
- 4 . 6 
- 1 3 . 0 
- 1 8 . 3 
TABLE V 
Burnout data for centered heater 1183 mm long. Nominal pressure: 132 ata. 
Run 
171 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
145 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
159 ( 1 3 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
10 4 (28-7-65·) 
1 1 3 ( 1 3 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
1 0 0 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
7 6 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
3 6 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
1 6 3 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
123 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
1 4 7 ( 1 3 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
101 ( 1 3 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
6 4 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
13 ( 2 9 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
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- 0 . 5 
- 2 . 5 
- 3 . 8 
- 5 . 5 
15.1 
5 .3 
- 4 . 3 
- 1 2 . 4 
- 1 7 . 4 
- 2 6 . 1 
Pollows Table V. 
Run 
154 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
111 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
128 ( 1 3 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
88 ( 1 3 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
50 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
186 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
149 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
108 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
124 ( 1 3 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
92 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
76 ( 1 3 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
25 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
182 ( 2 8 - 7 - 6 5 ) 
P r e s s u r e 





























Mass f low 
r a t e 
j jr/cm2 s e c 
222.6 
219.0 
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Burnout data for out of centr· heater 1183 mm along. 
Run 
31 ( 2 8 - 1 0 - 6 5 ) 
49 ( 2 8 - 1 0 - 6 5 ) 
P r e s s u r e 








r a t e gr/cm 
s e c . 
9 4 , 0 
9 3 , 3 





I n l e t 
tempera 
t u r e °C 
293,6 
290,9 
E x i t t e m p e r a t u r e °C 
Actua l v a l u e s 
a : 1,88 mm 
328,7 
329 




b a i a n e " 








h e a t f l u x 




d e n s i t y 
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Fig, 1 - Exploded view of the test section. 
Fig. 2 - Close-up view of the assembled test section. 
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Fig. 3 Test section assembly drawing 
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Square Annular Channel« 
Heater rod centered Thermocouples 
Square Annular Channelι 
Heater rod off center 













SQUARE DUCT 15x15 mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER 0.0. 10,2 mm. 
HEATER L. 560 <■ 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL PRESSURE 126,5 aha 












SQUARE DUCT 15 χ 15 mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER O.D. 10,2 mm. 
HEATER L. 560 » 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL PRESSURE 132 afa 





50 100 150 200 250 300 350 200 350 
Pig . 6 - Effect of mass flow r a t e on "burnout power. Nominal p r e s s u r e : 
126 a t a . 
P i g . 7 - Effect of mass flow r a t e on burnout power. Nominal p r e ¿ 

































SQUARE DUCT 15x15 mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER α D. 10,2 mm. 
Tlt-MI t-K L . 1183 " 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL PRESSURE 84 aha 




















































HEATER OUT OF 
CT 15 x15 m1 
HEATER R0 














TO RUNS OBTAINED WITH 
' CENTER 
INLET SUBCOOLING °C 
l I 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Pig. Ö - Effect of mass flow rate on "burnout power. Nominal pre^ s 
sure: 84 ata. 
Fig. 9 - Effect of mass flow rate on burnout power. 
















SQUARE DUCT 15xl5mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER QD 10,2 mm 
HEATER L. 560mm(white symbols) 
1183 ·■ (black 
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NOMINAL PRESSURES 
V 34 a t a 
α 84 ata 
Δ 126a ta 
O 132a ta 
























SQUARE DUCT 15x15mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER OD 10,2mm 
1183 » (t 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL MASS FLOW RA 
vniiesymooLs; 
>lack " ) 
Tr i^R g n cmfseq 
" NOMINAL PRESSURES 
V 34 ata 
D 84 ata 
Δ 126 ata 
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50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
P i g . 10 - Effect of pressure, on "burnout power 
rate: 93 —β- . 
cm^-sec 
Nominal mass flow Pig. 11 - Effect of pressure on burnout power. Nominal mass flow rate: 
156 — ¥ - . 















SQUARE DUCT 15x15mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER O.D. 10,2mm 
HEATER L. 560mm(whitesvmbols) 
1183 - (1 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL MASS FLOW RATE 
ilack " ) 
cm: sec. 
NOMINAL PRESSURES 
V 34 ata 
□ 84 ata 
Δ 126 ata 
O 132 ata 
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SQUARE DUCT 15x15 mm. WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER a α 10,2 mm. 
HEATER L 560 » (white symbols) 
1183 » Iblack 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL MASS FLOW RATE 400. 
NOMINAL PRESSURES 
α 34 afa 
ν 84 afa 
Δ 126 ala 
o 132 ala 
gr· 
crrf.sec. 
INLET TEMPERATURE, °C 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Hig. 12 - Effect of pressure on turnout power, rate: 225 —%=■ . 
Nominal mass flow Pig. 13 - Effect of pressure on "burnout power. Nominal mass 
















SQUARE DUCT 15x15mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER O.D. 10,2 mm 
HEATER L. O 560 -
• 1183 » 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL MASS FLOW RATE 93 Γ 































OUTLET QUALITY, # 
SQUARE DUCT 15χ 15 mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER α α 10,2 mm. 
HEATER L. o 560 -
• 1183 .. 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL MASS FLOW RATE 156 J ^ 




-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 +10 +20 +30 
-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 + 10 +20 +30 
Fig. 14 - Effect of heater length on burnout heat flux. Nominal mass 
flow rate: 93 ,j?r . 
Pig. 15 - Effect of heater length on burnout heat flux. Nominel mass 

























SQUARE DUGT 15x15mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER O.D. 10,2 mm. 
HEATER L. O 560 ·■ 
• 1183 " 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL MASS FLOW RATE 225 ¿ ^ 
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SQUARE DUCT 15x15 mm WITH 
CENTERED HEATER ROD 
HEATER O.D. 10,2 mm 
HEATER L. O 560 -
• 1183 » 
UNIFORM HEAT FLUX 
NOMINAL MASS FLOW RATE400CJ^ 










-50 - 4 0 -30 - 2 0 -10 +10 + 20 ►30 
-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 +10 *20 +30 
Pig . 16 - Effect of h e a t e r l eng th on burnout hea t f l u x . 
flow r a t e : 225 — β τ ... . cm¿-sec 
Nominal mass P i g . 17 - Effect of hea t e r l e n g t h on burnout hea t f l u x . Nominal 
mass flov/ r a t e : 40 — i £ . 
cm'-sec 
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